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How Diagnostics Improve the Auto Insurance Claim
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Fifty years ago all that you needed to fix a dented vehicle was a hammer and dolly. Flash-forward to today. With
an excess of 75 computers and 100 sensors and cameras in complex vehicles1, even the most basic collision
repairs are more complicated and costly than ever before. Modern car bumpers can be embedded with front radar
sensors used for blind-spot monitoring, parking sensors to beep as a curb approaches, computerized cameras to
detect lane departure and airbag crash sensors to detect a frontal impact.2 Long gone is the era when a couple of
tools were all that was needed to repair a minor fender bender properly.

60 percent of a vehicle’s value by 2020 is projected to derive from automotive electronics and
software.3

High-tech safety and convenience features have shifted the priorities of the collision repair industry towards
accurately identifying all of the necessary steps to repair both the structural components of a vehicle and to
restoring its electronic systems and software to pre-accident function. Sophisticated systems are what make  auto
diagnostics including pre- and post-scanning more critical than ever before. According to a white paper prepared
for the Equipment & Tool Institute (ETI) by the Martec Group, "60 percent of a vehicle's value by 2020 is
projected to derive from automotive electronics and software, an increase from 23 percent in 2000.”4

Pre-Scanning Advantages

Pre-repair scanning is a step in the damage analysis or blueprinting process used on some of today’s more
complex vehicles to identify errors, faults, and damage related, and unrelated, to the collision.5 Here are four of
the main benefits this process offers:

Detects damage to electronic systems and components before work begins—damage that may not be
immediately visible with visual inspection
Determines DTC status before the tear-down process—which often sets additional DTCs
Identifies damaged components before work begins, allowing for accurate first parts orders and reducing
the need for supplements
Reduces the chances of beginning repairs on a vehicle that may be a total loss
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Post-Scanning Advantages

Post-Scanning is a quality control process used to ensure all vehicle system diagnostic trouble codes (DTCs),
related and unrelated to the collision, and those set during the repair, have been identified and cleared.6 This
process helps to achieve the goal of getting advanced driver assistance systems and other electronic safety
systems back to proper working condition. It also helps reduce the likelihood that the vehicle will show problems
after delivery to the customer, meaning fewer comebacks and higher customer satisfaction.

Diagnostics can shorten the claims window, lessoning customer frustrations and improving the
experience for the customer and carrier.

Redefining the Auto Claims Experience with Diagnostics

Introducing vehicle diagnostics into the claims process when necessary is an advantage to the vehicle owner
because the collision repair technician has a more complete picture to perform the best repair possible. However,
there is also great value to insurance carriers and the entire auto claims process. Linking diagnostic data between
repair and claims management software helps to have the vehicle restored to safe and proper operating condition
and documents the file showing that the vehicle was delivered with electronic systems showing no Diagnostic
Trouble Codes. Also, the document and estimating portion of repairs are done more quickly. Faster turnaround
has a direct impact on the length of rental which in turn reduces costs related to vehicle storage and daily rental
fees. Shortening the claims window has also been shown to lessen customer frustrations, raise CSI scores and
improve the claims experience for both the customer and the carrier. Last but not least, diagnostics provide auto
insurers insight into the depth of complexity of the vehicles they are insuring and assist underwriting
departments pricing of insurance products appropriately. Cars are complicated; the claims process doesn’t have
to be. Shops and carriers that incorporate an advanced auto diagnostics solution into their repair and claims
infrastructure spend less time processing the work, and more time getting it done. By identifying damage early in
the process with Mitchell Diagnostics, shops are better prepared to deliver on-time and ensure nothing was
missed. Post-scanning at the end of the process reduces the likelihood of comebacks. At the same time, the
customer and the insurance carrier can walk away with more confidence that the vehicle is safe to drive again.
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